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How effective is my ops team?

Who is the most accurate analyst? 

How much is each analyst losing? … saving?

Who is my most productive analyst? 

What is the ROI of each person on the team? 

Who are my top performers? 

How many customers am I insulting? 
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Why:  
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● Health of the business 
● Headcount allocation 
● Performance management 
● Eng resources 
● Budgeting 



Chargebacks
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Metric Segments 

Executive OperationsOrganizational 
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How many total orders do I have? 

How many rejected orders do I have? 

What is my blocked order rate?

How many decisions are being made 
manually versus automatically?

Executive
PAYMENT PROTECTION



Executive
PAYMENT PROTECTION

How many total orders do I have? 

How many rejected orders do I have? 

What is my blocked order rate?

How many decisions are being made 
manually versus automatically?



What is the amount and volume of 
chargebacks I’ve received?

How good did we do in Q4? 

What was our worst chargeback day? 

Organizational
PAYMENT PROTECTION



How many transactions can my 
team review per day?

What is our historical review rate 
during busy holiday seasons?

How is our review rate changing 
over time?

Operations
TEAM  PERFORMANCE  REPORT



How many items does a specific 
analyst review per day?

What is a specific analyst’s review 
accuracy and how does it compare to 
others?

Are certain analysts making more 
block/accept decisions than others?

Operations
ANALYST  PERFORMANCE  REPORT
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Analyst ROI: Protect 
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$ blocked - $ lost in CBs - $ lost in refunds

Cost of fully loaded agent 
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Analyst ROI: Protect 
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$ blocked - $ lost in CBs - $ lost in refunds

Cost of fully loaded agent 

Analyst ROI: Grow 

# insults * avg LTV per user = total LTV insulted 
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Deep Dive: Team vs Analyst Performance
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Request a Digital Trust & Safety Assessment

sift.com/assessment

Questions 

Kevin Lee
VP, Trust and Safety
klee@sift.com
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